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Abstract

The image compression technique is famous for down-sampling images while preserving the image features. Several
methods were proposed earlier for image compression; however, those techniques have some disadvantages, and they
lost important features while down-sampling the image. This paper proposed an image compression technique based
on the Gaussian pyramid filter image processing technique for Quantum Convolutional Neural Networks (QCNN)
in the IBM quantum computing framework for binary image classification. The image is compressed using a Gaus-
sian pyramid filter and fed into QCNN’s quantum circuits for state preparation, quantum convolution, and quantum
pooling. The proposed QCNN model is trained and evaluated on the MNIST three-dimensional (RGB channel) and
one-dimensional (GRAY-scale channel) dataset, and the performance of the QCNN model feature extraction method
outperformed the classical convolutional neural network (CNN) in terms of accuracy.
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1. Introduction

Quantum computing and deep learning have shown
great promise in recent years, providing previously
unheard-of chances to advance image processing meth-
ods. Image classification has long been a popular ap-
plication area for supervised learning, with applications
ranging from facial recognition [1] to medical diagno-
sis [2]. The image classification method generally in-
volves two primary stages: feature extraction and clas-
sification based on the extracted features. Before the
rise of convolutional neural networks, feature extraction
was predominantly accomplished using methods such
as scale-invariant feature transformation [3], SURF al-
gorithm [4], and FAST algorithm [5]. In 2023, Guim-
ing et al. [6] proposed two novel local feature extrac-
tion techniques inspired by scales that utilize the QCNN
within the Tensorflow quantum framework. This study
aims to use image compression technique using image
processing for QCNN. Therefore, the main contribution
is the image processing technique for image compres-
sion using the Gaussian pyramid filter. This study pro-
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poses a method for improving the retention of image
features while downsampling images for binary image
classification tasks by including the Gaussian pyramid
filter. Finally, the idea is implemented, and the effec-
tiveness of the proposed model is verified to show its
effectiveness.

2. Methodology

The suggested methodology presents a novel tech-
nique for compressing images by effectively incorpo-
rating the Gaussian pyramid filter into a QCNN struc-
ture. The essential aspect of the suggested approach
is incorporating a 4-qubit QCNN model into the im-
age compression process. The QCNN utilizes quantum
circuits for state preparation, convolution, and pooling
tasks. These quantum processes introduce a processing
paradigm that is inherently parallel and based on super-
position, which may give advantages compared to con-
ventional equivalents. The output image is recreated in
the final layer using the acquired features and quantum-
processed data. Using quantum entanglement and su-
perposition in the convolutional and pooling layers of
the QCNN enhances extracting features from images,
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Figure 1. Flowchart of overall process of proposed method.

possibly resulting in higher performance in image clas-
sification.

Figure 1 provides a visual representation of the gen-
eral structure of the suggested technique. This com-
prehensive methodology integrates traditional image
processing methods with the quantum capabilities of
a QCNN, demonstrating a promising pathway for in-
creased image compression and feature extraction in the
field of quantum-enhanced machine learning.

3. Experimental Analysis

In the training phase, images undergo a distinctive
pre-processing stage in which they are compressed and
down-sampled using a Gaussian pyramid filter. After
the images have been compressed and down-sampled,
the altered dataset is fed into the QCNN model, which
utilizes quantum circuits. The model incorporates quan-
tum circuits specifically engineered to execute quantum
convolutions and extract complex characteristics from
the down-sampled images using the distinctive compu-
tational capacities provided by quantum computing.

The training routine consists of iterating over 200
epochs, during which the QCNN model adjusts its
learnable parameters to enhance accuracy. The model
demonstrates exceptional accuracy, achieving a remark-
able rate of 98.54% in successfully identifying hand-
written digits, as shown in Fig 6. The QCNN architec-
ture reflects its ability to manage the MNIST dataset’s
complexity accurately, even after undergoing compres-
sion and down-sampling steps. This study compared
classical CNN with the QCNN model. As shown,
the QCNN outperformed and achieved high accuracy
against CNN, as demonstrated in Fig.2.

4. Conclusion and Future Work

This research presents a new Gaussian pyramid filter
for Quantum Convolutional Neural Networks (QCNN)
in image processing. The primary goal is to decrease
the computing workload of the QCNN, enhancing its
efficiency in image classification. This novel method
improves classification accuracy and corresponds with

Figure 2. Overall QCNN training results compared with CNN
classifier.

the primary objective of resource-efficient quantum im-
age processing. Using the Gaussian pyramid filter is a
viable approach to achieve efficient image classification
with reduced processing demands in quantum comput-
ing.
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